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量NVITATION∵rO PARTICIPATE IN THE VISAYAS I,EG OF THE

PH重LIPP量NE EARTH SC量ENCE OLYMPRAD

To: Assistant Superintendents

Chiefs, CID and SGOD

Public SchooIs District Supervisors/OICs

Public and Private Secondary SchooI Heads

1. Attached is a communication from Internationa1 Geoscience Education

Organization inviting DepEd - Cebu Province to send delegates to the Visayas Leg of

the Philippine Earth Science Olympiad (PESO) which will be part of the selection

process for the country’s representatives to the Intemational Earth Science

Olympiad.

2. Please refer to the attached communication for further details.

3. For your information, guidance and compliance.

Uし重Ⅳ ,

SchooIs Division Superintendent圏

<SPPP/MRS/MSD/VAY/CID/MAPF/JSDT>

Add「ess: iPHO Bidg., Sudlon, Lahug, Cebu City

Telephone No.: (032)424-9OOO

Email Add「ess:聖旦旦÷



3120124, 2:33 PM

D晴間

Department of Education Mali - lnvitation to pa巾cipate冊the Visayas leg of the Phiiippine Earth SclenCe Olympiad

Cebu P「ovinceくCebu.p「ovince@deped.gov.ph>

invitation to participate in the Visayas leg of the Philippine Earth Science

Oiympiad

l message

PauI Christian Yang-Ed <pbyanged@alum.up.edu・Ph>

lb: Cebu.p「ovince@deped.gov・Ph

Wed, Mar20, 2024 at2:26 PM

Good day! We wouid iike to invite the Division of Cebu P「0Vince to send delegates to the Visayas ieg ofthe Phiiippine

Earth Science Oiympiad (PESO), Which w剛be pa直Of the seiection p「ocess fo「 the countryis rep「esentatives to the

IntemationaI Earth Science Oiympiad. Attached herein is the invitation letter, regist「ation form, guidelines, and

SyiIabus.

Kindly acknowiedge receipt ofthis emai上We hope to hearf「om you「 offlce soon・

ln behaIf of the Committee chairpe「son,

PAUL CHRiSTiAN YANG-ED

Contact Pe「son fo「 Visayas

Ph冊ppine ‾feam Seiection Committee

電#?Assessment-Guidelines“2024"Pdf

中盤ebu Province PESO・Pdf

理#-Offi。a一‾Sy一一abus“COVERAGE"Pdf

電器O“2024‾Registrationrfo「m・Pdf

httDS‥l/maii.aooaie.com/ma紺uIO/?ik=ee39e261 ba&view=Pt&sea「ch=aii&permthid=thread-f: 1 794025457263324739&simpi二mSg-f:1 794025457263... 1/1
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International Geoscience

Guidelines for PESO 2024

Date and Venue:

丁he Qualifying Test (Written) wi= be heId on Apri1 20, 2024 at 9:00-11:00 AM

at the venue (Maniia/Baguio/Legazpi/Cebu/Davao) you indicated in the

registration form. One week before the testI yOu Wi= be no師ed of the exact

Venue and room assignment.

Quaiifications:

1, The seiection is open to bona fide senior high schooI students from both pub=c

and private high schoois in the PhiIippines" He/She shouid not have been born before

]uIy宣, 200与;

2. The contestant must st用be a high schooI student bY August 2024;

3. He/She must beiong to STEM track or advanced/SPeCiaI ciass in thei「 School as

Certified by their principaI or schooi head.

4. He/She must NOT have participated previously in the PESO Camp,

Pre一「egistration :

Piease凧i out and send the attached 「egistration fo「m on or before Apri1 5, 2024 v

to ph日,earths⊂ience,Olympiad@gmail"COm" OnIy one (1) o「 two (2) students sh訓

represent the schooI,

Natu「e of the Assessment:

It /s expected的af帥e pa万icip∂n亡Shou/d have high degIでe Of apprecia亡ion of

the E∂rth Sciences. 771e aSSeSSmen亡Shal/ focL/S On higher-Order thinking, thus /t /s

mos亡/y essay-亡ype arJd prob/em-SO/virJg・

Communica亡ion, mathem∂亡ic∂方and JTski//s wi// be given ∂mp/e weight by a

pane/ of ev∂/uafors who wi// sho万-/ist aI/的e p∂rf/cipants ro se/ec=he fen (」0)

C∂mpe傷.

For JESO 2024,亡he OIワanizers wi// /nc/ude Da亡a Mining 7t?S亡(DM7) which /S

designed to tes亡的e daねp′℃CesSing ski//S Of the students. It /s勅e′℃fore

imporねnt fo se/ect s亡udents wi亡h g膚edness /n JT as we//.

P/ease visit吐fos :〃www. igeoscied. org/activi亡ies/iesQ二2/ fo /eam more ∂bout

the IESO的e sねtutes; ∂nd most especi∂I/y, the sy〃abus ∂S this wi// guide you as

regards the kinds of questions to expecr /n the Qu∂/rγing 7七St・



Contestants must bring the foilowing on Apri1 20, 2024:

1, Pens (blackorblue)

2. Regist「ation fee of P 250"00 (Per Student)

3. 2x2picture

4, Schooi ID (Please be in school uniform on Apri1 20, 2024)

4. Food and wate「 may be taken whiie taking the assessment"

5, CaIcuiator

6. Photocopies of cards showing grades in ScienceI Math′ EngIish and IT

in J…io「 High School (Grades 7-10) certified by the Registrar or

Principai/SchooI Head. A certification from the 「egistrar conta面ng

grades in Junior HS in the four (4) subjects may be submitted instead.

(Important: F尋〃〃re to Submi書certf〃cat;on of g帽des may resu/t ;n

unfa vo帽b/e ∂SSeSSment Of fhe sふudenf)

Announcement of QuaIified Students (Campers) :

The ten (10) students who w帥Participate in the PESO Camp sha= be notified

through emaii・ Their names wiiI aIso be posted in the Phiiippine Earth Science

Olympiad (PESO) Facebook Page (‘‘Earth Science Oiympiad - Philippines′’) by

ApriI 27, 2024.

Food, aCCOmmOdation, and transportation within Albay of the ten (10)

Students in the PESO Camp w冊be shouldered by the Organizers but not thei「

transportation expenses in going to and leaving AIbay" A teache「/COaCh/parent

may join the Camp but he/She has to pay for his/her food′ aCCOmmOdation and

transportation expenses.

For inquiries′ Send an em〔川to : Phi,earthscience.olympiad@gmai○○COm
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lnternational Geoscience

CONTESTANT REGISTRATION FORM FOR PESO 2024

Contestant l :

Fu= name:

Birthdate:

Grade level:

丁eIephonelCeli #

Emaii Add「ess:

Contestant 2 :

Fuii name:

Birthdate:

Grade leveI:

TelephoneICe= #

Ema= Address:

Coach/Contact Person in Schooi:

Complete Name :

Emaii Add「ess:

Telephone/Ce= #:

Name of school:

School add「ess:

SchooI phone numbe「:

Testing Venue ( PIease check) :

Maniia _Baguio _Legazpi _Cebu Davao

Endorsement

i hereby endo「se the participation of our student (S) in the Ph岬Pine Ea皿Science

OIympiad (PESO). l cerfify that the above-Cited student(S) beiong/s

to the STEM track or advanced cIass in our SchooI.

D ate P「inted Name and Signature of P「incipal/ Schoo川ead



The Internationa看Earth Science Olympiad aESO): Goals, Objectives and sylIabus

Commi§Sion members:

Nir Orion (Israe上Chair),

Afia Aktar (Bangladeshi),

Xavier Juan (Spain),

Moon-Won Lee (Korea),

Alan Muuro (New Zealand),

Shankar (India),

Donghee Shin (Korea).

A. Introduction: gOals and objectives

The Earth Sciences discipline has undergone a slgnificant change since the mid-70′s of the previous

century. This change manifests itself in the shift from reductionism approach in which each domain

of the Earth Sciences (GeoIogy, HydroIogy, Atmosphere) was considered an independent discipline

to a holistic approach that emphasizes the connection among the Earth systems. During the 1980’s

these domains have been united into one discipline - the Earth Sciences. In the 1990′s a new

discipline evoIved as part of the Earth Sciences, namely, Environmental GeoIogy or Earth Systems.

This vast discipline has a variety of environmental aspects which are included in the Earth Sciences

discipline. For example:

The mut脚l influer\Ce between natural systems (Human invoIvement excluded) 1ike the

influence of chemical eroslOn Of voIcanic rocks on血e carbon dioxide balance and as a result,

Changes in the climate.

The influence of human intervention on mture, like changes in the composition of the

atmosphere which cause air po11ution, POllution of the water in the oceans and in fresh water

sources. overuse of natural resources, mtervention in coastal processes, remOVal of waste and its

influence on the environment, Or the increasmg Of floods.

The ability to forecast disastrous natural phenomena like floods, StOmS, earth quakes,

voIcanic eruptions, mud slides and avalanches.

Using the physical environment to produce energy from sources like fossil fuels’Organic

materials and altemativc energy sources like solar energy, Wind energy, nuClear energy and

Chemical energy.

Sustainable development of natural resources, uSmg the water resources and preventing its

contamination.

GIobal changes in climate.



In recent years, the environmental concept of the Earth Science is found more frequently under the

Earth Systems approach. This approach refers to planet Earth as a whole where man is an integral

part of Earth,s natural systems, Which are tightly combined and include the Geosphere,

Hydrosphere, Atmosphere and Biosphere. This holistic approach, Which based on combining ln

depth knowledge and comprehensive observations of a11 the components ofthe Earth can lead to a

solution for the environmental problems our planet has to face.

During the 1990′s there was a paradigmatic change in Science teaching in the Westem world. This

change can be seen in the shift from the paradigm that considered Science teaching to be a trainlng

tool for future scientists to the paradigm that considers Science teaching as a tool for the educating

future citizens.

One ofthe existential challenges with which the citizens in the 21S[ century have to deal with is their

ability to coexist peacefully with the environment. The teaching of Earth science and environment

has a central roIc in teaching environmenta=iteracy. The Earth Science endow the student, the

future citizen, With knowledge and ability to draw conclusions about energy savmg effective use of

energy sources, SaVmg Water and proper use ofEarth’s resources.

Students, Who understand their envirorment and its processes better, Wi11 be able to judge and

evaluate the transfomations and the changes that occur and as a result wi11 behave in a better way.

There is no doubt that combining lSSueS SuCh as energy sources, PrOducing raw material and natural

resources, forecasting and copmg With earth quakes and voIcanic eruptions, Water SOurCeS and

Changes in climate in the syllabus is the appropriate response to the ca11 from both the professional

community and the public to the teaching of science in its social - enVironmental context.

The implementation of the Earth System approach means that the traditional emphasis of earth

sciences teaching should change. It should move towards the development of an Envirormental

insight and not just granting Environmental awareness. The development of an Environmental

insight entails the teaching of two key principals:

I. We live in a cyclic world made of a few sub-SyStemS (Geosphere, Hydrosphere,

Atmosphere and Biosphere) that coexist as a result of thc material and energy that pass through

them.

II. Humans are an integral part of the natural system and therefore should act according to

the cyclic natural laws.

Operative Obj ectives

In order to achieve the goal of the acquisition of an Environmental Insight the new program posts

the followlng Objectives:

1・ To acquire basic knowledge about the physical systems of Earth in composition, StruCture

and the active processes inside them.

2-
To recogmZe and understand the rec量PrOCal relations of the transfer of energy and matter in

and between the Earth systems i11Cluding the Biosphere.

3, To understand the place ofthe human system as part ofthe Earth systems.

4. To acquire basic scientific research skills ofmaking an observation and the ability to discem

between an observation, a COnClusion and an assumption.



5. To develop thinking aspects which are unlque tO Earth science: Thinking m a geOIogical

time dimension (Deep Time), SPatial thinking and three-dimensional thinking,

6. To develop the skills which are needed in order to develop an environmenta=nsight: Cyclic

thinking and System thinking.

7. To use Earth science as a tool to illustrate chemical, Physical and bioIogical principles.

8. To cultivate the comection with the natural scenery while understanding the umqueneSS Of

Ea巾h.

9. To understand the causes of natural hazards and their interrelationships with the human

activity on earth.

In order to achieve these goals,血e preparation of students towards the Earth sciences Olympiad

Should be based on the following pmciples:

Contents Principles for preparation students for the IESO

There wi賞置be an emphasis to deal with Eath Science contents in a system context linked to

the geo-biochemical cycles on Earth. For example, “The rock cycle in Earth’s crust “, “The

hydrospheric cycle” “The carbon cycle’’.

The dealing with unlque thinking skills concemmg the Earth systems approach wi⊥l be

integrated with the contents and not separately.

Pedagogic Principles for preparation students for the IESO

Active leaming. The student wi11 construct the knowledge and its understanding m a

PrOCeSS known as mquiry-based leaming. Consequently, the schoo=aboratory and the outdoors wi11

be central components in the leammg PrOCeSS.

The leammg PrOCeSS Will develop from thc concrete to the abstract.

The outdoors leamlng enVironment will be a mandatory component ofthe curriculum・

It will deal with developing the following thinking skills where the Earth and Envirorment

Sciences have a relative advantage:

- Taking observations and being able to discem between observation, aSSumPtion and conclusion.

- Three dimensional thinking ski‖.

- The development of the Deep Time dimension○

○ Thinking simultaneously within the time and space dimensions.

- The development of cyclic thinking.

- Thc development of system thinking.

Skill§ and Abilities §tudents should acquire towards the IESO

To be able to reconstruct in the field the sequence ofgeoIogical processes that took place in the area

being able to discem between an observation and a conclusion.



1. To be able to Iocate a geospheric phenomenon in the sequence of processes of the rock

CyCle.

2. To be able to do cyclical thinking m COnteXt Ofmatter cycles in the Earth systems.

3. To be able to identify the compopents ofa spec誼c system (One ofEa血’s Systems) and to

Characterize each component in sIZe. rate and complexity.

4, To be al)le to think systemically in order to understand the interaction between a specific

SyStem (One of Ea血’s Systems) and the development of interwoven interactions among the

COmPOnentS Of the system.

5. To be able to identify the interactions among the components ofa specific system (One of

Earth’s Systems) as dynamic processes of the transition ofmatter and energy.

6. To be able to identify a specHic system (One of Earth’s Systems) as a cyclic鵜Circular

SyStem in which the total amount of matter is conserved and the transition ofmatter does not

OCCur On an equal rate.

7. To be able to identify dynamic processes in the time dimension while disceming among

different time types, e.g., human time, historical or geological time.

8. To be able to identify environmental problems and to suggest solutions based on the

understanding of the prmCiples of the recIProCal relations among and inside the Earth

SyStemS・

9. To be able to think scientifically and make the distinction between an observation and an

experiment, COnClusion and hypothesis, the ability to hypothesize, draw conclusions and

SuggeSt SOlutj ons.

10. To be able to collect data from written and computerized sources, tO PrOCeSS it with the

approprlate SOftware and to present it via graphs, Charts, diagrams, drawmgS and concept

mapS・

1 1. To be able to represent and present knowledge in writing and ora11y usmg Various means

like research reports, a SCient誼c poster and a computer presentation.

12. To be able to forecast and prevent the natural disasters such as earthquakes, VOIcanic

activity, tyPhoon/hu正cane, tSunami, landslides, and flooding’’

B. The syllabus of the International Earth Science OIympiad

l. The Geosphere and Earth Systems

a) Key Ideas

l. Matter transition in and among Earth systems has to do with transitions between reservoirs (from

One fom to another). For example, the cyclic sequence - 1ithification, uPlift, erOSion,

transfomation, Sedimentation, burial etc., CreateS a COntinuous “Rock Cycle’’in which the total

amount of matter remains constant, but its form changes when passmg from one reservoir to

another.

2. Earth’s matter passes in a cyclic way between the diiferent reservoirs while changmg from one

fom to another. The matter passes in and between the diiferent Earth systems: The rock system

(rock and ground) - Lithosphere; The air system葛Atmosphere; The water system - Hydrosphere;

And thc bioIogical system - Biosphere.

3. The energy sources that activate the “Rock Cycle” are intemal energy, COnServed in the crust of

Earth (radio-aCtive disintegration), and extemal energy - SOlar energy.



4. There is reciprocity among the diiferent Earth systems. For instance, eroSion of rocks and the

fomation of soil are largely affected by the components ofthe Biosphere system like plants, fungi,

WOrmS and gems.

5. The formation ofpart ofthe residual rocks is tightly linked with biosphere processes. As a result,

the sequence of rock layers has evidence to evolutionist processes (including mass extinction) that

took place in the Biosphere, at the same time there were changes on Earth along the time line.

6. Changes in the crust of Earth whose source is intemal energy, Can be shaxp and fast and occur

On Short notice (earth quakes and vulcanization) but can be very sIow (the rising of mountain

ridges). The changes in the Geo-SPhere create a chain reaction in all the Earth systems, Which may

a任bet evolutionist processes in the Biosphere system"

7. The movement ofplates expresses movement ofmatter and energy in Earth.

8. Earthquakes and voIcanic eruptions, that take place mainly along p量ates’borders, are Part Of the

mechanism of the transition of matter and energy on Earth. These geosphere phenomena have great

influence on men and the rest ofthe biosphere system.

b) Ski11s and AbiIities

L The ability to identify the following igneous and metamorphic rocks: graniteつryOlite, basalt,

andesite, gabro, SChist, gnelSS, marble, quartZite.

2. The ability to identtry the following igneous and metamorphic minerals: Quartz, Orthoclase,

Plagioclase, biotite, muSCOVite, gamet.

3. The ability to identify rock structures such as poxphyr, Pegmatite, tuff; scoria, Obsidian, lineation,

and foliation,

4. The ability to identify in the field igneous bodies like a voIcano, lava flow, dyke, Sil.

5. The ability to understand the global meaning of loca=gneous and/or metamorphic phenomena in

the context ofthe plate tectonic.

6. The ability to identify the following sedimentary rocks: 1imestone, Chalk, Chert, Clay, marl,

dolomite, Sandstone, Phosphorite, gyPSum, Salt.

7. The abi量ity to define the following minerals: Calcite, Clay, halite, gyPSum, P叩ite.

8. The ability to identify the main composition ofa soil.

9. The ability to identtry in the field structures like layering, graded bedding, CrOSS bedding亘pple

marks, discontinuity planes.

10. The ability to identtry in the field folding and faulting structures and to analyze the stress field

that influenced the rocks (direction ofpressing and stretching).

1 l. The ability to identif;′ fossils and various foms of fossilization.

12. Makmg schematic cross sections along the Pacific, Atlantic and血dian Oceans"



14. Explaimng the rock cycle in the p獲ate tectonic temino看ogy.

1 5. Making a schematic cross section through the earth (from the surface ti‖ the core)

2. Hydrosphere and Earth Systems

A. Main Ideas

l. There is a direct link between the geosphere and the hydrosphere systems. The water composition

and availability are direct products of the rock composition and the geoIogical structure and many

geoIogical processes are conducting through the hydrosphere media.

2. The soil composition and the rate of the seepmg Of the water influence many factors in the

Biosphere system starting with floods followlng by amounts and kinds ofvegetation and all the way

to the availability ofwater to al1 1iving creatur-eS, humans included.

3. Atmospheric phenomena and processes have inf]uence on water dispersal and the frequency of

PreCipi tati on.

4. The amount of water availablc for human consumption is limited. Uncontrolled actions can cause

an irreversible damage (In relation with biosphere time and the pace of the adaptation of the

bioIogical world to this change) to water resources and a drastic decrease in the amount of water

available in a certain area in human life span.

5. The composition of oceans water and their physiographic structure are the irmediate product of

the reciprocity with the geospheric system.

6. It is acceptable to assume that Earth’s orlginal hydrosphere had fresh water exclusively. The

evolution of the composition of oceanic water is the result of water’s quality as a universal soluble

and the quality of solubility of minerals.

7. Oceanic orlgm CataStrOPhic events like tsunami and hurricanes are the results of interactions

among the earth systems.

B. SkilIs and AbiIities

L The ability to identif;=and characterize the hydrosphere system as intertwined in the earth

SyStemS.

2. The ability to identif)′ enVironmental problems and to suggest solutions based on the

understanding of the hydrosphere system・

3. Understating the mutual comections among the oceans, the Lithosphere, the Hydrosphere, the

Atmosphere and thc Biosphere.

4. Understanding the mutual connections between man and ocean.

5. The ability of systemic thinking m regard with the oceanic system in context with all Earth

SyStemS.



3. Atmosphere and Earth Systems

A. Main Ideas

L The radiation from the sun causes wammg Ofa1l ofEarth systems, but the rate ofabsorbing and

radiation of heat in rocks (Geosphere), Water (Hydrosphere) and air (Atmosphere) varies from one

to the other. This phenomenon creates, at the end of a complex process, local and globa=low

SyStemS in the Atmosphere (Wind) and oceans.

2. The composition of the primary atmosphere of earth was mainly the result of gasses that were

emitted by voIcanoes. The evolution of the atmosphere is intertwined with the evolution of life on

Ea巾h.

3. For hundreds of mi11ions of years the atmosphere keeps a more or less similar composition as a

result of the mutual relations among the atmosphere with the hydrosphere (OCeanS), biosphere

(photosynthesis and breathing) and the geosphere (gas, VOIcanic dust and erosion)・

4. In the short tem human actions cause minimal imbalance in the atmosphere, but in the long term

the oceans wi11 become huge sinks that regulate part of the atmosphere composition. Since the

biosphere is affected in the short term, eVen minute and temporary changes can cause teminal

Changes to part ofthe biosphere.

B. Skills and Abi量itie§

1. The abilfty to distinguish between the components of a geochcmical system, tO identify mutual

relations and to construct a network of interactions among them.

2. The ability to identify the interactions between the parts of the system as dynamic processes of

matter and energy.

3. The ability to identify environmental problems and suggest solutions on the basis of

understanding the prmCiples of the geobiochemical system.

4. The Planetary System and Earth System§

A. Main Ideas

l. The earth systems are a sub-SyStem in the general planetary system葛the solar system and it is

impossible to get a full picture of the earth systems without understanding the processes of the

PaSSage Ofmatter and energy between the solar system and planet earth.

2. Earth is one example in the solar system for the mutual relations that exist between the geosphere

and atmosphere systems but there are more examples in other planets.

3. What we can see from here, We Can’t see from there and vice versa, The earth systems research

a11ows better understanding of planetary systems in general, Whereas research of other planetary

SyStemS helps to understand better the earth system.



4. The energy balance of a planet includes extemal energy - Sun radiation, the influence ofthe sun

gravitation and of cIose planetary bodies, and intemal energy - aS a reSult of the core activity,

radioactive elements and intemal processes.

b. Skills and Abilities

l. The al)ility to identify and characterize the planetary system as a system where the general

amount of matter and energy lS COnServed.

2. The ability to compare data of the planets and draw conclusions about structure and composition.

3. The ability to identif)′ the mutual connections among earth and the rest of the components of the

SOlar system.
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Senen P「isciiIo Paulin

Supe「intendent

Division of Cebu P「ovince

Dea「 Si「 Paulin:

Good day= hope that this ietter finds you safe and in 「obust heaith.

i am happy to inform you that the Ph掴ppines w帥once again participate in the

lnte「national Earth Science Olympiad (lESO). We didn’t participate in the旧SOs

during the pandemic. This yea「’s is the first face-tO-face IESO afte「 2019.

The P冊ppine deIegation shaii be composed of two (2) mentors and four (4)

Students. The four students (Ph硝ppine Team) wi= be chosen f「om the lO campers

Participating in the final phase of the Ph帥ppine Earth Science Olympiad

(PESO).

The first part of PESO is the Qualifying Test (Written). The sco「es in the test pius the

Students’academic achievements and assessment essays w川be the bases in

Selecting the lO campe「s (finalists) who wi= participate in a week-iong Camp in

Albay. They wiil engage in lectures, fieIdwork, and wo「kshops so that the panel of

Earth Science experts (“assesso「S’’) can choose from them the fou「 (4) who w川

rep「esentthe Ph用ppines in the 17th lESO in Beijing China on August 8-16, 2024.

The scheduIe of the Quaiifying Test, tO be concur「entiy conducted in Baguio,

Man=a, Legazpi, Cebu and Davao, is on Apri1 20, 2024 at9-11 AM. in Cebu, the

tentative venue is in Ateneo de Cebu. in comection with this, We 「equeSt that you

disseminate the detaiis of the Oiympiad to your division through a memo「andum?

Attached are the 「egistration fo「m, PESO Assessment GuideIines (Which explains

the qua冊cations and contains more detaiied instructions), and the IESO Syilabus

to serve as guide in p「eparing the students.

=ook forvard to forging st「ong partne「ship with you fo「 the p「omotion of Earth

Science education in the country. Thank you ve「y much. 1f you have questions,

you can contact the unde「signed via emaiI o「 my deputy contact person for the

Visayas, Paul Christian Yang-ed (+639213188554).

Councii Member, lntemational Geoscience Education O「ganization (iGEO)

Chair, Phiiippjne Team Selection Committee fo「 IESO

PhLearthscience.olympiad@gmaiLcom

Noted by:

」。m。S K。Vi脅

P「esident, Ast「onomicai League of the Phiiippines


